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Outline
1. How are cluster redshifts measured?
2. What will the survey landscape look like when
CMB-S4 is taking data?
3. What I see as the most straight-forward path
forward
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How we measure cluster redshifts

The Red-Sequence provides a tight relation for
cluster galaxies in color-magnitude space.

•

Photometrically
• Red Sequence Redshifts (e.g.,
SDSS, DES, HSC, LSST)

Image Credit: Tim McKay
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How we measure cluster redshifts
•

Photometrically
• Red Sequence Redshifts (e.g.,
SDSS, DES, HSC, LSST)

The red sequence of RCS-2 galaxy clusters
as a function of redshift (Credit: Ben Koester).
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•

Sorba & Sawicki

cally by measuring the shift in the central wavelength of
specific emission or absorption lines. However, for large
samples of faint objects the spectroscopic approach can
be prohibitively expensive. Moreover, because of a lack
of strong spectral features and increase in noise due to
thermal radiation coming from the sky, it is diﬃcult for
spectroscopy to identify galaxies in the redshift range
1.5 ≤ z ≤ 2.5, which has been termed the “redshift
desert”.
An alternate method of determining redshifts is to use
broadband photometric information to locate broad features in galaxy spectra. The idea originates with Baum
(1962), who used photometry in nine bands to locate the
4000Å break. Others (Koo 1985, Loh & Spillar 1986)
generalized the technique and it has become popular recently as a method to estimate the redshifts to galaxies
using either the 4000Å break or the Lyman break (see, for
example, Connolly et al. 1995, Gwyn & Hartwick 1996,
Sawicki, Lin, & Yee 1997, Giavalisco 2002 for a review).
Photometric redshifts are less precise than spectroscopic
redshifts, but have been shown to be reasonably accurate,
with a |zspec − zphot |/(1 + z) typically much less than 0.1
(Hogg et al. 1998, Wuyts et al. 2009). Although less
accurate and prone to catastrophic errors, photometric

Photometrically
• Red Sequence Redshifts (e.g.,
SDSS, DES, HSC, LSST)
• 1.6 um “Stellar Bump” (Spitzer,
WISE, SPHEREx)

Fig. 1.— Model spectral energy distributions from Bruzual &
Sorba
and Sawicki
Charlot (2003).
Shown
are SEDs 2010ApJ...721.1056S
of solar metallicity stellar populations that are forming stars at a constant rate with a Salpeter
initial mass function. The SEDs are normalized at 1.6µm. The
1.6µm bump is a prominent feature in all but the very youngest
stellar populations. Shown at the bottom of the plot are the filter
transmission curves of the IRAC filters redshifted to show them at15
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Muzzin et al. 2013ApJ...767...39M

Photometrically
• Red Sequence Redshifts (e.g.,
SDSS, DES, HSC, LSST)
• 1.6 um “Stellar Bump” (Spitzer,
WISE, SPHEREx)
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Fig. 1.— Left Panel: The evolving SED of an SSP with a zf = 10 generated with the BC03 models as it would be observed at various
redshifts. Filter response curves for the z′ , 3.6µm, and 4.5µm bands are shown below and the central wavelengths are marked with the
dotted vertical lines. Top Right Panel: The z′ - 3.6µm color as a function of redshift for the SEDs in the left panel. The z′ - 3.6µm color
z=0.32, nmem=85
increases monotonically with redshift and hence provides an estimate of the photo-z for an SSP. Bottom Right Panel: The 3.6µmz=0.73,
- 4.5µmnmem=32
color as a function of redshift for the SEDs in the left panel. Due to the more complex SED shape in the rest-frame NIR, the 3.6µm 4.5µm color does not uniquely map onto redshift; however, if a z′ - 3.6µm > 1.7 color cut is applied to cull low-redshift galaxies (see top
right panel), the 3.6µm - 4.5µm color becomes a viable estimate of the photometric redshift as those filters move through the rest-frame
1.6µm stellar bump feature.

COSMOs groups;
Sims from SPHEREx team

•
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right panel of Figure 1 we plot the 3.6µm - 4.5µm color
of this model as a function of redshift. The observed
color maps uniquely onto redshift within the redshift
interval 0.7 < z <1.7; however, the complete range in
color is small (∼ 0.7 mag), making the color only a
modest-precision estimator of photometric redshift. In
the upper right panel of Figure 1 we plot the observed z′
- 3.6µm color of the model as a function of redshift. This

at z > 1.3 were considered, the 3.6µm - 4.5µm color of
galaxies is suﬃcient to select high-redshift overdensities
of galaxies. This novel idea allowed him to take full
advantage of the deep SWIRE MIR data (a 5σ depth of
∼ 0.5 L∗ at z ∼ 2), to select distant cluster candidates.
Papovich (2008) searched for overdensities of galaxies in
position space that passed a single color cut of 3.6µm
- 4.5µm > -0.1 in the SWIRE fields and discovered
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or bluer galaxies, as allowed by the mask geometry, until
niques outlined in Kelson (2003). Different exposures of the
no more slits could be placed. Approximately 20-25 targets
sky-subtracted science spectra were stacked and 2D cosmic
were chosen for each spectroscopic mask. As noted above,
ray cleaning was performed by outlier rejection. COSMOS
also generates a noise image, that, at these red wavelengths,
some spatial misalignment (⇠ 1/10th of an arcsecond) was
allowed to optimize slit packing. This process typically reis dominated by photon noise in bright sky lines.
sults in an elongated (rather than circular) layout of targeted
Figure 2 shows examples of 2-D sky-subtracted spectra
galaxies, as can be seen in Figure 1. Care was taken to place
from 4 potential member galaxies of the galaxy cluster SPTa slit on any apparent brightest cluster galaxy (BCG). The viCL 0156-5541. The y-axis depicts the spatial width of indisual mask design was then used to generate an input catalog
vidual slits, against the horizontal dispersion axis (or wavefrom the slit positions, which was then input to the standard
length), over the wavelength range 8500-9200Å. Emission
LDSS3C mask design software
final mask
defeatures (A)
([OII] 3727,2729Å doublet) and a strong spectral
Wavelength
6 to produce
A. B.the
Mantz
et
al.
sign.
continuum can be clearly seen in some cases. It is crucial
to note that there are sections of the spectra in the wavelength range of interest that are dominated by poor sky sub3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
traction with significant systematics. A thorough exploration
3.1. Spectra Reduction
of the tunable parameters available in the COSMOS reduction package did little to ameliorate this - the poor sky subThe spectra were processed using The Carnegie Observatraction is not due to an insufficient description of the slit getories System for Multi-Object Spectroscopy (COSMOS)2
ometry. In principle, fringing could contribute to this effect,
reduction package, which is specifically designed to reduce
1
but the LDSS3C detector is a thick fully depleted CCD,
the
raw spectra acquired using the Magellan Telescopes.
same as the chips used in the Dark Energy Camera (Flaugher
DataAll images
We describe the data reduction briefly below.
Fe free model
et al. 2015), and is not expected to show fringing at this
were de-biased using bias frames aquired each
afternoon.
Fe=0 model
level. Discussions with several architects of the COSMOS
LDSS3C has a modest pattern noise of 1-2 electrons amplireduction code have led to the conclusion that these 1artifacts
tude and care was taken to acquire sufficient bias frames to
1
are predominantly the result of slit roughness, that does not
average across this noise source. We used a HeNeAr comfully flat-field away because the effect produces a transmisparison arc line for wavelength calibration. The analysis is
sion variation along the slit spatial axis, as well as a highfocused on the range where the VPH-red grism is most sen6.0 The
7.0 latter
8.0is0.1
0.3
frequency variation in the wavelength solution.
sitive and over which we expect useful spectral signal from
1
1
0.5
1.0
1.5 addressed
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0 and removing suchkT
not
by flat-fielding,
artifacts
(keV) re- Fe (s
these very red member galaxies : 7500-10000Å.
A flat field
Energy (keV)
quires a reworking of the COSMOS sky-subtraction engine.
image acquired temporally adjacent to each science frame
Residuals
−2 −1 0 1

Spectroscopically
• Optical/NIR
• X-ray

Figure 2. Example of 2D spectra used in the analysis described in Section 3, for four candidate member galaxies of the cluster SPT-CL J01565541. The vertical direction is the spatial dimension, and the horizontal direction is the dispersion axis, which runs from 8500 - 9200Å from
left to right. Emission features ([OII]) can be seen in the 8500-8600Å region.

normalized counts (10−3 s−1 keV−1)

•

Photometrically
• Red Sequence Redshifts (e.g.,
SDSS, DES, HSC, LSST)
• 1.6 um “Stellar Bump” (Spitzer,
WISE, SPHEREx (R~40))
• Clustering in Photo-z space
(Optical + IR surveys)

Mantz et al.
2020MNRAS.496.1554M

•

Khuller, Bleem et al. 2019ApJ…870....7K
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Fishing in the Redshift Desert

Figure by Keren Sharon
UMichigan

Targeted Observation facilities

30-m class telescopes

Now
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Roman

Survey class facilities
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CMB-S4 Summer Collaboration Meeting
Aug 12th 2020

2029

Targeted Observation facilities

Athena

2030-2035

2035-2040?

+ BOA or Other Wide Field
spectroscopic capabilities?
Survey class facilities
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Aug 12th 2020

A Path Forward

•

600

Number of Clusters

•

SPTpol Extended

Bleem+ 2020ApJS..247...25B

•

The combination of wide-field Euclid, LSST, and
SPHEREx survey data will provide excellent
coverage out to z~1.7 (maybe even up to z~2).
The deep surveys from e.g., Roman and Athena
will help us to even better characterize this
performance. Can also explore new methods like
Churazov et al 2015 2015MNRAS.450.1984C
combining X-ray/SZ surveys.
We can (and already are with SPT-3G) conduct
detailed targeted observations of representative
subsets of our sample to validate our redshift
estimations and enable estimates of the redshift
distribution of our high-z systems for cosmology.
As discussed last summer, for astrophysical
characterization extensive followup will be
required.

Euclid Collaboration
2019A&A...627A..23E

•

M > 1014 M , ztrue < 2

M > 1014 M , ztrue < 1
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Figure 3. Distribution of probabilities of false association

